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Questions regarding the character of the European Union as a class project have not received the attention they 
deserve in Marxist debates, despite important interventions by some Marxists who have attempted to theorize 
“European Integration.” In contrast to the tendency to theorize the European Integration process as the evolu-
tion of a federation or confederation, we want to focus upon the class strategies inscribed in this process. Such 
an approach will show that we are not dealing with a supranational state-form, but with an advanced form of 
the hierarchical (and necessarily contradictory) coördination and integration of the class projects of European 
capitalist classes and capitalist states, in which the reduction of state sovereignty enables a strategy of intensi-
fied capitalist exploitation. Such an approach has not only analytical consequences but also political ones, 
because it points towards the continuing relevance, for the subaltern classes, of a strategy of rupture with the 
process of European Integration.

In what follows we attempt to analyze the class character of the European Union in its historical evolution and 
to show how it has been incorporated into the imperialist system. On the basis of this we attempt to assess the 
dynamics of integration and the current crisis of the “European Project.”

The First Steps of European Integration
Official histories of European Integration tend to present a picture of integration emerging from the desire of 
European peoples for peaceful coöperation. However, integration has been a much more complex process. The 
establishment of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951 was not the product of spontaneous 
tendencies towards collaboration among European states but part of a broader U.S. Cold-War strategy to con-
tain Soviet influence by means of enhancing the economic development of a capitalist Western Europe. Taking 
into consideration the fact that European economies were still facing large problems after the second World 
War, as well as the existence of large Communist Parties in countries such as France and Italy, it seemed obvi-
ous for the United States not only to offer forms of economic assistance such as the Marshall Plan (Program for 
European Recovery) but also to support projects of economic and political integration. This was made obvious 
in the requirement in the Marshall Plan for recipient countries to participate in institutions of collective man-
agement of economic assistance and to elaborate programs for European reconstruction.

The contribution of the United States to this process was evident in the role of Jean Monnet in the first stages 
of the European Economic Community (EEC), but also in the many forms of support toward the strengthening 
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and stabilization of European capitalist economies. It represented the attempt of the United States to emerge 
as a hegemonic power, not only in the sense of superior force, but also in the sense of guaranteeing global capi-
talist interests against the danger represented by the USSR, strong Communist Parties, and labor unions, even 
if this meant economic aid to its potential competitors or the endorsement of projects such as European Inte-
gration that would help the position of these competitors.

This process along with the need to integrate West Germany led to the formation of the ECSC, which was estab-
lished in 1951 by France, Germany, Italy, Holland, Belgium, and Luxembourg (“the Six”). Establishment of the 
ECSC facilitated the resolution of a number of questions: the tendency towards economic collaboration 
between European capitalist countries; management of the problem of Germany; the focus on two basic 
parameters of industrial production, namely coal and steel; and the operation of a free market.  

It also established a pattern of German-French coöperation that would be instrumental in the entire process of 
integration. Despite the successful founding of the ECSC, the beginning of NATO to secure the Western mili-
tary alliance, and the German Federal Republic’s entry into NATO in 1954, the first steps of European Integra-
tion were not very successful. In 1954 the French National Assembly rejected the proposals for the European 
Defence Community and the Political Union. However, the Suez débâcle, and the fact that the United States 
made evident that it was the leading force of the “Western World” in contrast to old colonial imperial powers, 
led to the Treaty of Rome in 1957. Yet at that point, the signatories to the treaty, which established the EEC, did 
not extend beyond the Six. The “rival” project of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), which reflected 
a more classical approach, was also active, although it lacked the tendency towards political integration that 
marked the EEC. The increasing importance of the German economy, exemplified in the rapid increase in trade 
with other European countries, made Germany an important node, and gradually EFTA countries decided to 
join the EEC.

The basic objective of the Treaty of Rome in establishing both the EEC and the European Atomic Energy Com-
munity (EAEC)  was to create a common framework among members of the Community in law, administration, 
and taxation, and to restructure the content of production via common directives and agreed-upon specializa-
tions. The founding of the EEC coincided with the emergence of three different theoretical discourses that 
mark the terrain of mainstream theoretical approaches to European Integration: federalism, functionalism, 
and inter-governmental coöperation. Although all three are theoretically inadequate to explain the dynamics 
of integration, they offer a mixture of its ideology and an actual description of different dynamics. “Federal-
ism” can be considered a “metonymic” reference to the increased political importance of European Integra-
tion; the belief in “spill-over effects” (the central tenet of the functionalist school) was the motor force behind 
central aspects, from the role of the European Court to monetary union; and inter-governmental coöperation 
(albeit in a conflictual and hierarchical manner) remained the central decision-making process (as liberal inter-
governmentalism suggested). Beyond mere description, however, the theoretical question of how to best con-
ceptualize integration remains open and unanswered.

Contradictions of the Initial Phases of Integration
Most histories of European Integration tend to present the first period as mainly marked by failures, from the 
endless negotiations for the establishment of the Common Agricultural policy to episodes such as the “empty 
chairs crisis.” These were outcomes of older antagonisms, exemplified in the French ambition to remain the 
leading force of “European Union” that led the French to veto Britain’s participation in the EEC. Nonetheless, 
we can already see also the gradual tendency towards integration, especially in the workings of Communi-
ty-level institutions that gradually started to create the “acquis communautaire,” beginning with the function-
ing of the European Court, especially since it started ruling upon the supremacy of Community law over 
national legislation, but also with the Commission, especially after the 1967 Merger treaty. There was from the 
beginning a certain impetus towards what later would be described as “neoliberalism.” Already in 1939, F.A. 
Hayek defended the idea of a Federation and the abrogation of national sovereignty as a means to implement 
his conception of a market-based society. For Hayek, “the abrogation of national sovereignties and the creation 
of an effective international order of law is a necessary complement and the logical consummation of the liber-
al program.” This particular strain of liberal, market-friendly policies, expressed by Hayek’s Mont Pélerin
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Society, played a major role in the evolution of the EEC/EU. An important role was also played by the German 
tradition of “ordoliberalismus,” a set of economic policy doctrines that prevailed in post-war West Germany 
and which remains today the theoretical background of German fiscal policy and that of the EU. It was exactly 
this tradition that Michel Foucault discussed in The Birth of Biopolitics as an example of the emerging “neolib-
eralism” and part of the formation of a particular capitalist governmentality. As John Gillingham stresses, 
these ideological contents became institutionalized through the integration project:

The Mont Pèlerin Society, which he [Hayek] co-founded in 1947, has served as a central point of 
diffusion not only for his own views but also for those of related schools influenced by them, such 
as monetarism, public choice theory, and the new institutional economics. […] The competition 
directorate (DG IV), the most influential branch of the eventually labyrinthine Commission 
bureaucracy, became its locus. 

After the formation of Common Agricultural Policy, the next steps of integration and the politics of “Common 
Market” coincided with the pattern of post-WWII economic growth, a fact that also led to the enlargement of 
the EU with the accession of Britain, Ireland, and Denmark. Moreover, the Common Agriculture Policy, itself 
the result of a combined attempt to forge a social alliance with farmers (especially medium and large farmers) 
and to guarantee a steady flow of agricultural products, was a success on its own terms. 

There were also political considerations behind the growing appeal of the EEC. For countries of the European 
South, membership in the EEC, especially after the fall of the dictatorships, was seen as a form of strengthening 
democratic institutions but also as an exit from a more “peripheral” condition, with “Europe” functioning as a 
symbolic and ideological point of reference. This is the process that led to the entrance of Greece, Spain, and 
Portugal. Moreover, in the 1970s the process of European Integration started to receive the support of segments 
of the Left, especially of the Euro-communist Left, that presented Europe as a terrain of common struggles and 
insisted on the possibility that a “United Europe” could be a democratic counter-balance to the antagonism 
between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

Around the end of the 1960s and 1970s the question of economic and monetary union emerged. The turning 
point usually referenced is the 1969 Hague Summit, which set new targets for enlarging and deepening integra-
tion. Although this process began before the collapse of the Bretton-Woods system and the full eruption of the 
structural capitalist crisis of the 1970s, the decision to speed up the process of integration was a reaction both 
to the increasing contradictions of the post-WWII “Fordist” régime of accumulation and to the rising social and 
political radicalism expressed in both student and workplace activism in the 1960s. Monetary union was 
viewed as a way to increase coördination between European economies. However, it had to deal with the fact 
that exchange rates and their movements reflected differences in productivity and competitiveness, not only 
trade flows. The “correction” offered by exchange rates not only acted as a protective barrier to less productive 
capitals but also as a motive for direct investments abroad. Lifting this mechanism required not only coördina-
tion in terms of inflation but also a harmonization of productivity levels in order to avoid destabilizing imbal-
ances. The onset of the capitalist crisis made things even more difficult.

From the Single European Act to the Euro: 
Integration as Neoliberal Strategy

Despite the victories of social-democratic parties with relatively radical programs in France and Greece in 1981, 
the victories of Margaret Thatcher in Britain (1979) and Helmut Kohl in West Germany (1982), along with the 
abandonment by the French government in 1983 of the more radical aspects of its program, and the broader 
emergence of neoliberal policies on a global scale (the election of Ronald Reagan, etc.), led to important shifts 
in the direction of the EEC.

The strategy of the European Single Market emerged as a means of increasing the competitiveness of the Euro-
pean capitalist economies. The idea was that removing all obstacles to the free flow of commodities and capital 
would create economies of scale, enhance competition, and increase investment. The Single European Act 
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(SEA) which was adopted in 1986 marks a crucial turning point. It was obvious that the emerging “United 
Europe” would be one of neoliberal policies, privatization, and erosion of social rights.

The Single European Act was not a simple means to increase the scale of intra-Community trade or capital 
flows; lifting protective barriers meant that less productive and less competitive sectors were exposed to 
increased antagonistic pressures. These pressures had to do not only with the need for the introduction of new 
technologies but also with the need to get rid of all social rights that might reduce competitiveness (wage levels, 
collective agreements, labor laws, social protections). The class character of this strategy is made evident if we 
consider the central role of the European Roundtable of Industrialists (ERT), which acted as the representative 
of the most aggressive segments of capital, and which was instrumental in the formation of the policies of the 
European Single Market. Moreover, by introducing majority vote in questions of the internal market, the Single 
European Act intensified the pressure towards member states and enhanced the expansion of a neoliberal 
acquis communautaire.

The next crucial step was the Maastricht Treaty (1991), which set the stage and pace for European monetary 
union and the introduction of the Euro as a common currency. The introduction of fixed exchange rates and 
then a common currency to an area marked by divergences in productivity and productiveness would result in 
a great pressure to increase capitalist exploitation. In a condition of monetary union, as Guglielmo Carchedi 
has stressed, “technological laggards had to renounce inflation and devaluation [and] their capitals had to com-
pete through longer working days (or weeks) and higher intensity of labour, that is, by imposing higher rates of 
absolute surplus value at the point of production.” Instead of a strategy of dealing with these divergences, 
which would have meant increased redistribution from the European center to the periphery, along with trans-
fers of technology and know-how, the Maastricht Treaty (and subsequent treaties) mainly included fiscal and 
inflation benchmarks (ceilings for deficits, debt, and inflation) which could only lead to austerity, dismantling 
of welfare state provisions, and the introduction of neoliberal forms of governance across Europe. Restrictive 
wage policies, cuts in public spending, and wave after wave of pension reform in order to reduce the deficits of 
retirement systems (raises in minimum retirement age, reductions in pension amounts, forced introduction of 
privatized pension funds, etc.) gradually became the norm in Europe. At the same time, the policies of the 
European Single Market in the 1990s allowed for greater privatization by means of the forced opening of mar-
kets in telecommunications, energy, and public procurement.

Despite the initial setbacks of economic and monetary union, which coincided with a broader pattern of 
intense contradictions of fixed exchange-rate regimes globally and were exemplified in the decision of Britain 
to leave the Exchange Rate Mechanism, the Euro came into effect. This had less to do with actual “structural” 
economic convergence and more to do with convergences in rates of inflation along with relatively favorable 
accumulation dynamics.

For the countries of the European core, and in particular Germany, which had already developed economic 
relations with these countries, EU enlargement and the inclusion of former socialist countries represented an 
imperialist strategy in the sense of opening up new markets and exploiting new investment opportunities – 
especially since these countries offered an experienced and highly qualified workforce, low labor costs, and 
histories of industry and infrastructure, along with institutional anti-communism and neoliberal, pro-busi-
ness legislation. The emergent Eastern European elites, for their part, judged that entry into the EU could 
shield their countries from the dangers that the post-Soviet break-up had entailed, while also providing greater 
opportunities for the more competitive sectors of their economy and attracting foreign investment.

However, even the introduction of the Euro did not lead to increased competitiveness. The so-called “Lisbon 
Strategy,” launched in 2000, aimed to make the EU “the world’s most competitive and dynamic knowledge 
economy, capable of achieving economic growth together with better employment opportunities and greater 
social cohesion.” By the mid-2000s, however, its lack of success was obvious. But this was not a uniform 
tendency, and some countries of the European core, particularly Germany, experienced increased competitive-
ness, especially inside the European Union.
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Although very few people would suggest that today the EU is a federation, since it lacks both a common demos 
and the kind of political coherence that would point in that direction, the question about the direction of inte-
gration remains open.

In our opinion, the EU is not a supranational state form. It remains a multi-level and necessarily contradictory 
hierarchical form of coördination between total social capitals and their political representations as capitalist 
states, a form which articulates class strategies. This takes the form of numerous mutually penetrating 
networks of social (economic, political, ideological) interconnections which include, at different levels and 
stages, supranational mechanisms, nation-states, regional administrations, multinational corporations, and 
interest groups whose reach is international. However, at the basis of these complex processes, we find on the 
one hand the private interests of capitalist enterprise,  and on the other the efforts of nation-states to safeguard 
the terms of reproduction of these capitals, in conjunction with the particular hierarchical position of each 
country within the European Union. In this sense, it is a manifestation of a broader tendency towards the inter-
nationalization of capitalist social relations and production forms, the main aspect of modern imperialism.

However, our position is that this process does not lead to the creation of a superstate, or a new type of hybrid 
state or semi-state, but to the coördination of class strategies and projects. Faced with the intensification of 
international competition but also with the pressures exerted by the dynamics of class struggle inside each 
social formation, the European bourgeoisies aimed at coördinating their specific class strategies. The EU is the 
political and institutional form of this complex and uneven coördination, which is traversed both by antago-
nism between capitals but also by class struggles. The increasingly complex forms of the internationalization 
of capital, in conjunction with the constant geographical expansion of the EU, have generated the need for the 
formation of a powerful bureaucratic organization capable of achieving this strategy.

The expansion of the EU bureaucracy is not a simple negation of the nation-state. The ceding of sovereignty 
that the process of integration actually accomplishes is the erosion of those aspects of sovereignty that could 
be used for the benefit of the subaltern classes. Those core aspects of sovereignty that refer to the strengthening 
of capitalist power, on the other hand, remain in place. It is not an elimination of the nation-state but a 
profound transformation that brings it closer to being the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, insulating it from 
any pressure emanating from class struggles and the demands of subaltern classes.

Moreover, coördination does not preclude antagonism. And on a global scale we are still witnessing many 
forms of antagonism between capitalist states. Underestimating the element of antagonism runs the risk of 
falling back into something close to Karl Kautsky’s notion of ultra-imperialism. Indeed, the theoretical and 
analytical contradictions of the notion of ultra-imperialism are similar to the contradictions of “supranational” 
theorizations of European Integration, namely that they tend to overestimate one aspect of this process, the 
strengthening of EU institutions and the expansion of EU bureaucracy, and to underestimate the continued 
importance and effectivity of antagonism and conflict inside the European Union. Therefore, we have to insist 
that the European Integration process is an imperialist project both in the sense of the relation of the EU to the 
rest of the imperialist chain and the antagonisms within it, but also inside the EU in the uneven relations 
between the different countries.

Discussions of the “supranational” character of the EU overlook the fact that the state does not have only 
economic functions, in the broad sense of the term. Its functions include foreign policy, national defence and 
internal security, educational policy, health systems, care for the everyday life of the citizens, etc.  Many of 
these remain essentially outside the scope of supra-national integration, despite the existence of “European 
strategies.” There are convergences (higher education being one example because of the Bologna Process), but 
large differences remain. This is more evident in the absence of a common EU foreign and defence policy, 
exemplified in the different or even opposing stances regarding the Iraq war or the recognition of Kosovo.

Moreover, the fact that a country such as Britain had the ability to decide its exit from the EU is also, in our 
opinion, something that justifies our position that we are far from witnessing the emergence of a European 

Is There a Movement Towards a United European Federal State?
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“supra-state,” however deeply the process of integration has transformed its constituent member states.

European Integration as a Class Project
The above theoretical clarification should not be read as an underestimation of the effects of European Integra-
tion. In contrast, we tend to see it as a highly original process that offers important insights into the class char-
acter of contemporary processes of the internationalization of capital.

European Integration is not just a set of common agreements defining the set of policies inside the European 
Union. Nor is it just a common currency and the lifting of controls to the flow of commodities and capitals. 
Above all it is a class strategy that represents the combined efforts of European capitalist classes to answer the 
global economic crisis and the particular crisis of the European “social model” by means of an offensive neolib-
eral strategy of capitalist restructuring. As Bastiaan van Apeldoorn has stressed, the embedded neoliberalism 
of the EU makes European Integration not just an economic process but a hegemonic project on the part of the 
forces of capital in Europe. In such a view, European Integration

may be understood in terms of what I have called “embedded neoliberalism,” reflecting a hegemon-
ic project or what we could also call a comprehensive concept of control articulated and propagated 
by – and reflecting as well as mediating the interests of – social and political forces bound up with 
transnational European capital.

Although nominally the European integration process was a combination of liberal, neo-mercantilist, and 
social-democratic aspirations, indexing different post-WWII European political traditions, in the end neoliber-
alism emerged as dominant. Effectively, this has meant that

the neoliberal restructuring, set in by the relaunched European integration project through the 
internal market programme and monetary union, reinforced by the marketization drive culminat-
ing in the Lisbon ‘competitiveness’ agenda, and further locked in by the Eastern enlargement, has 
subordinated the objective of social cohesion to that of a logic of commodification.

The class priorities that have driven the project thus become clear.

The crucial aspect in the entire European Integration process is the unprecedented ceding of crucial aspects of 
sovereignty to the institutions of the European Union. Member states of the Eurozone have no control over 
monetary policy, must coördinate their state-borrowing practices, must accept rigorous budgetary norms 
under threat of  “automatic” penalties doled out by supervisory EU institutions, must fully open their internal 
markets (including state procurements), and must comply with European regulations regarding the free move-
ment of European citizens, including accepting rules regarding the equivalences of degrees and qualifications. 
Moreover, privatizations of essential infrastructure were made obligatory already in the 1990s. There are no 
forms of subsidies other than those of the Common Agricultural Policies. As Drahokoupil, van Apeldoorn, and 
Horn stress, “European governance had above all become a supranational form of neoliberal governance,” 
leading to a transfer of the decision-making process regarding the regulatory functions from the member states 
to the EU institutions.

The single currency, the Euro, has been an important aspect of this mechanism of reduced sovereignty. Initially 
designed as a mechanism that would enhance the common market and create a unified economic space that 
would enable the free flow of commodities and capitals and thus counter regional imbalances, it had from the 
beginning to face the problem of large divergences in competitiveness and productivity. Moreover it was 
endowed from the beginning with a very German conception of monetary discipline as a means to avoid infla-

Monetary Union, Reduced Sovereignty and Neoliberalism
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-tion with its traumatic memory from the past. The idea was that member states, including those of the periph-
ery, would cede sovereignty, abandoning the protective mechanisms to which they were accustomed, in order 
to take advantage of the competitive pressure induced by the exposure to foreign competition without protec-
tion mechanisms. This would promote capitalist restructuring and reductions in labor costs, thus leading, 
gradually, to a more balanced monetary area, buoyed by access to cheaper credit. As Sotiropoulos, Milios, and 
Lapatsioras argue:

Pressures from the functioning of the EMU [Economic and Monetary Union] are focused on the 
core of capitalist exploitation and create the preconditions for the continual restructuring of labor. 
The EMU puts into effect an extreme variant of the strategy of exposure to international competi-
tion, which can continue to exist only through the continual “adjustment” of labor. It follows from 
this that the EMU strategy is a specific mode of organization for capitalist power.

This disciplinary aspect of European Integration can account for another paradox of this process: the adher-
ence of peripheral countries, with serious productivity and competitiveness gaps with respect to the core Euro-
pean countries, to this aggressive régime of accumulation and this exposure to huge and pervasive competitive 
pressures. The crucial aspect is the attempt to make use of this pressure as a means to eliminate whatever com-
promises had been made in the past with segments of the subaltern classes and at the same time to utilize the 
legitimacy offered by the “European Idea.” So this disciplinary aspect, even if it is presented as a way to mod-
ernize the entire fabric of society, in fact was pointed against the subaltern classes to attempt to force them to 
accept an aggressive neoliberal régime of accumulation.

The logic of the single currency – with an independent supranational Central Bank instead of simple currency 
coördination, as had been the case in the first stages of the EMU – was that a unified economic area wanted 
monetary stability in order to facilitate the movements of capitals and goods, which also increased velocity 
with the broader process of financialization in the 1980s and 1990s. In this sense, the EMU is a “key moment of 
the financialisation of Europe.” The idea was that an independent European Central Bank would offer a safe-
guard against currency attacks and costly defences, exemplified in Britain’s forced exit from the EMU after 1992 
and the South-East Asia crisis of 1997–98 that showed the danger of artificially pegging currencies to the dollar 
in order to boost investment. For this to work and to avoid inflationary tendencies, strict restrictions were put 
in place regarding deficits, public debt, and inflation. However seeing the evolution of the Euro as simply an 
evolution of technocratic approaches or even of an obsession with inflation, underestimates the way it has 
functioned as a mechanism of erosion of democracy in Europe. As Wolfgang Streeck has argued:

Monetary union, initially conceived as a technocratic exercise – therefore excluding the fundamen-
tal questions of national sovereignty and democracy that political union would entail – is now 
rapidly transforming the EU into a federal entity, in which the sovereignty and thereby democracy 
of the nation-states, above all in the Mediterranean, exists only on paper. Integration now “spills 
over” from monetary to fiscal policy. The Sachzwänge of the international markets – actually the 
historically unprecedented empowerment of the profit and security needs of financial-asset 
owners – is forging an integration that has never been willed by political-democratic means and is 
today probably wanted less than ever.

The formation of an independent central bank immune to any interference from the part of social demands or 
even the electoral process was also part of a broader tendency to safeguard strategic capitalist interests against 
the demands and aspirations of the subaltern classes. As Demophanis Papadatos has stressed:

The inflationary crises of the 1970s and 1980s represented failure to defend the value of credit-money. That 
failure had social and political implications, at the very least because rapid inflation meant losses for creditors 
and because wage-bargaining was disrupted as workers attempted to obtain compensating increases in mon-
ey-wages. The adoption of inflation targeting and central-bank independence was a sign of the ability of the 
capitalist class to learn from this experience.

In a certain way, the idea was that with strong anti-inflationary benchmarks in place, which meant a reduction 
in public spending, along with the lifting of any protective mechanism against cheaper imports, an “iron cage” 
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of capitalist modernization was formed. For the economies of the less productive countries to survive and grow 
in this highly competitive environment there was no other way than reducing labor costs and increasing 
productivity by means of capitalist restructuring, aided by access to relatively cheaper credit.

The problem was that for peripheral countries this could also lead to a constant loss of competitiveness that 
could not be countered by rising productivity. This is where the idea of an internal devaluation, namely a 
reduction not only of real wages but also of nominal wages, was introduced by Olivier Blanchard, the IMF’s 
chief economist from 2008 to 2015, in order to help competitiveness in single currency economic areas such as 
the Eurozone:

Given Portugal’s membership in the euro, devaluation is not an option however (and I believe 
getting unilaterally out of the euro would have disruption costs which would far exceed any gain in 
competitiveness which might be obtained in this way). The same result can be achieved however, 
at least on paper, through a decrease in the nominal wage and the price of non-tradables, while the 
price of tradables remains the same. This clearly achieves the same decrease in the real consump-
tion wage, and the same increase in the relative price of tradables.

It is interesting that this idea was introduced with the slugging economic situation of Portugal in mind after the 
introduction of the Euro. However, it was only in Greece that it was really implemented, as a means to answer 
to the Greek crisis.

This pressure towards increasingly aggressive neoliberal forms of governance both for core EU countries and 
countries of the EU periphery should not be seen as a “mutually beneficial” process, or just as a process of 
strengthening the position of European bourgeoisies in general within the broader antagonistic context of the 
imperialist chain. It is also part of an imperialist strategy and practice within the EU. The dynamics of accumu-
lation within the Eurozone are uneven and hierarchical, and the Euro has led to increasing divergences, mani-
fest in the erosion of competitiveness in countries of the EU periphery (and the concomitant benefits for coun-
tries of the EU core such as Germany) but also upon increased indebtedness of countries of the EU periphery.

Authoritarian Europe
Cédric Durand and Razmig Keucheyan have offered a very compelling description of the inherently authoritar-
ian and anti-democratic character of European Integration by means of their analysis of the “bureaucratic Cae-
sarism” of the EU. This is a “Caesarism [that is] not military but financial and bureaucratic. A political entity 
with a fragmented sovereignty, Europe can only see its unity guaranteed by the bureaucracy of Brussels and the 
structural immixture of international finance in its functioning.” In a creative use of Gramscian notions, they 
consider the role of finance as that of “pseudo-historical bloc” compensating for the absence of any actual 
political unification. It is this particularly European bureaucratic Caesarism that can account for the increas-
ingly disciplinary character of the interventions of European institutions and this process of de-democratiza-
tion. They write:

Since 2011, the “Europlus” pact, the reform of the Stability and Growth Pact and the “European 
Semester” have increased constraints on budgets and economic policies: sanctions regarding recal-
citrant countries are from now automatic, budget drafts are examined at the European level even 
before their discussion by national parliaments and the reform of pension systems and the liberali-
sation of labor markets become European objectives.

This can help us understand that, contrary to appearances, the mechanism imposed upon Greece by the Troika 
was not exceptional. In fact, what was used is exactly the condition of limited sovereignty that is inscribed at 
the heart of the European integration process. The Greek experiment is the first full expression of the inner 
logic of the European integration project, but it is not the exception; rather it is the new normal.

Of particular importance, is the way European Integration represents a form of neoliberal constitutionalism 
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without democracy. By this we mean that, although there is indeed a set of constitutionalized institutions and 
policy directions with an aggressively neoliberal orientation – a certain European neoliberal rule of law – this 
is not combined with any reference to either a European people, European civil society or even a European 
polity. Ultra-neoliberal supranational guaranties, in other words, do not resort to any form of democratic deci-
sion-making or democratic legitimacy. To this we must also add the principle of complementarity regarding 
the relation between European and national legislation. Although European legislation does not touch that 
which is considered to be the cultural core of nationhood, such as the content of education, all the significant 
aspects of the socio-economic condition were delegated to the primacy of European regulation. This offered 
the possibility for European capitalist classes and their political representatives to avoid processes of negotia-
tion and confrontation with the subaltern classes in the name of the necessity to conform to the EU guidelines 
regarding privatization, pension reform, and even aspects of labor reform.

The disciplinary aspects of the austerity programs in Greece have their corollary in the disciplinary constitu-
tionalization of neoliberalism in the entire EU institutional fabric, as well as in the constant undermining of 
democratic procedures and popular sovereignty because of the inherently undemocratic character of the 
version of “rule of law” performed at the EU level and in the process of integration. As Wolfgang Streeck has 
shown, this broader process of the erosion of democracy by neoliberalism and debt mechanisms is also con-
nected to the substitution of the figure of the citizen by the figure of the creditor.

The authoritarian and disciplinary aspects of the erosion of sovereignty by European Integration are also the 
full expression of what Poulantzas defined as authoritarian statism. The basic aspects that according to Pou-
lantzas characterized authoritarian statism, such as the decline of parliamentary democracy, the increased 
decision role of the Executive and of the State bureaucracy, and the insulation of decision-making processes 
from democratic control, appear in exacerbated form at the level of the EU. From “anti-terror” measures to the 
anti-immigrant and anti-refugee policies of “Fortress-Europe,” the authoritarian and anti-democratic charac-
ter of the EU is clear.

The Current Crisis of European Integration 
and the Need for a Strategy of Rupture

The signs of a deep crisis of European Integration have multiplied. The British referendum of 2016 and the deci-
sion to initiate a process of exit from the European Union is such an example. When the fifth-largest economy 
in the world decides by means of a referendum to leave the supposedly most advanced form of economic inte-
gration, it is obvious that there are problems with the process of integration. There is a growing crisis of legiti-
macy in the entire process, exemplified in the reaction of voters whenever they have a say in such processes. 
Contrary to the tirades about “populism” and “nationalism” addressed to anyone who is critical of European 
Integration, we insist that what emerges is not some form of “proto-fascism” but rather the anxiety caused by 
people’s sense of a lack of control over their own lives, anger against a cynical political class, disbelief against 
the undemocratic institutional and political framework of the EU, and the desire for democracy as emancipa-
tion, solidarity, and justice.

The Greek case made evident that it is impossible to negotiate a different policy inside the framework of the EU, 
other than fully adhering to its embedded neoliberalism. The ability of the EU mechanism to impose its will 
upon anyone who attempts to choose a different course inside the EU was fully expressed in the Greek case.

If this mechanism of reduced sovereignty is a basic aspect of both the neoliberal but also the authoritarian and 
disciplinary character of European Integration, then the question of reclaiming popular sovereignty, both in 
the sense of a rupture from the financial, monetary, and institutional architecture of the Eurosystem and of the 
deepening of democratic processes, becomes a central political imperative.

The deeply embedded neoliberalism and authoritarianism of the EU as a class project means that we have to 
move beyond thinking in terms of “another EU” and to overcome the “epistemological obstacle” of European-
ism in order to actually think of alternatives. In concrete terms, this suggests a strategy of ruptures with the EU, 
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beginning with the necessary exit from the Eurozone as the necessary starting point for any policy that is actu-
ally in favour of the subaltern classes. This should not be seen just as a “technical” question of monetary policy, 
but as part of a broader process of recuperation of democratic control against the systemic violence of interna-
tionalized capital in general and of the embedded neoliberalism of the EU in particular. It is in this sense a 
rupture with contemporary imperialism.

We all know the problems associated with the notion of sovereignty, in particular its association with national-
ism, racism, and colonialism. However, here we are talking a form of sovereignty based upon a social alliance 
that is different from that of bourgeois “sovereignty.” The “people” of this reclaimed popular sovereignty would 
be an alliance based upon the common condition of the subaltern classes, regardless of origin or ethnicity, 
against the policies of European capitalist classes. It would be based upon their solidarity and common strug-
gle, the elaboration through struggle of an alternative narrative for society. This narrative could take the form 
of a radical program of nationalizations, democratic participation, redistribution, and self-management that 
could get us out of the vicious circle of austerity, debt, and authoritarianism, and open up the road for a 
renewed socialist perspective. We are talking about a potential new historical bloc, in the sense of the articula-
tion of a broad alliance of the subaltern classes, a radical transition program, the democratic forms of organiza-
tion of a new form of “United Front” along with the collective experimentation and ingenuity of the people in 
struggle. Against the imperialist construction of the EU it offers the possibility of actual internationalism. A 
potential strategy of ruptures, with strong movements forcing countries out of the Eurozone or the EU, can set 
examples that can in fact accelerate processes of disintegration of the European Union.

As the material condensation of class strategies, European Integration is a process traversed by class antago-
nisms, and particular class relations of force can explain both its history and its particular institutional config-
uration. However, from this starting point we should not jump to the conclusion that changed relations of force 
between classes will change Europe from within, exactly because its particular economic, institutional, and 
monetary architecture represent material obstacles to the actual coördination of the struggles of the subaltern 
classes all over Europe, struggles that are necessarily uneven because of the different temporalities of social 
antagonism in different social formations. This what makes a strategy of rupture and exit the necessary condi-
tion for social change but also for the possibility of creating new forms of coördination and coöperation 
between movements.

In contrast to the prevailing ideological myth, European Integration is not “irreversible.” In contrast, it is a class 
strategy, contingent upon the particular dynamics of the conjuncture and the relation of forces. Today, faced 
with the fact that more and more people realize that the “European dream” is being transformed into a “Euro-
pean nightmare,” the elaboration of such a strategy of ruptures is more than necessary.




